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Star Hub with Timken-Style Bearings
64012 Complete Star Hub assembly

Axle and Hardware Kits
64057 Front for models from 36-48
64058 Front for models from 49-66
64066 Rear for models from 36-57
64067 Rear for models from 58-66

Replacement Spokes
08019 16" spoke set. Chrome
08219 16" spoke set. Stainless steel
08023 21" spoke set. Chrome
08223 21" spoke set. Stainless steel
08025 19" spoke set Chrome
08225 19" spoke set Stainless steel
*New	style	lacing	pattern.

Replacement Parts
64002 Bearing	spacer	(2.410"	orange)	sold	each
64003 Bearing and race (two complete sets)
64005 Bearing only (pair)
23999 Steel oil seal (1.625" O.D.) pair
64007 Chrome axle spacer (sold each)
64008 Retaining ring (pair)
19620 Outer cover without hole for zerk fitting (repl. OEM 43566-35TA)
19568 Hub cover screw/lockwasher kit (pack of 5)

Dual Flange Wheel Assemblies
Chrome or polished stainless steel spokes are laced to chrome rims and 
hubs. The 16" wheel assemblies feature our European-manufactured 
chrome 16" rims. The hubs feature thicker spoke flanges, and rotor 
flanges	held	to	.001"	runout	with	either	5/16"	or	7/16"	holes	on	both	
sides. All hubs accept any stock sprocket/rotor or rotor/rotor combination 
for greater flexibility when building custom wheel combinations. They 
include all internal spacers, seals and washers, and bearing end play is 
set at the factory. Wheel assemblies will bolt-on to most models from 
73-85.
Note:	Wheels	fit	the	rear	of	most	models	from	86-99	when	installed	with	a	CC	#19722	spacer	
(OEM	40932-81)	between	the	belt	pulley	or	sprocket	and	the	hub.

Front Axle Spacer for FXWG Models
Replacement right or left axle spacers for FXWG models. May also be 
used	when	fitting	other	wheels	(such	as	CC	#’s	19687	or	19694)	to	late	
model front ends.Sold in packs of 5.
19696 80-83	left	spacer	(repl.	OEM	41594-73)
19697 83	right	spacer	(repl.	OEM	41607-83)

Chrome Dual Flange Wheel Hubs
Complete chrome hub assemblies for the front or rear of most Harley-
Davidson models from 73-99. 7/16" or 5/16" holes in both flanges, all 
internal components and bearing preload set at the factory.
19678 Front or rear hub with 7/16" holes in both flanges for models from 

73-85	(repl.	OEM	43540-73A)
19776 Rear hub with 7/16" Pulley /Sprocket side flange holes & 3/8" 

Brake Rotor side flange holes for models from 86-99 (repl. OEM 
40976-86)

19800 Front	hub	with	5/16"	holes	in	both	flanges	(repl.	OEM	43663-80A)
19718 Rebuild kit (includes bearings, cones, seals, spacers, washers and 

retaining rings)
26051 Timken	bearing	and	cone	(repl.	OEM	9052)
26138 Bearing only
26137 Cone only
19682 Outer bearing spacers (repl. OEM 41196-73) sold in pairs
54331 Rubber	oil	seals	(repl.	OEM	47519-58)	pack	of	10
54207 Rubber	oil	seal	(repl.	OEM	47519-83A)	pack	of	10
19684 Hub washers (repl. OEM 43559-73) sold in pairs
19685 Hub	retainer	rings	(repl.	OEM	11027)	sold	in	pairs
19686 Spacer	4.420"	(repl.	OEM	43601-78)	Orange
19688 Spacer	4.434"	(repl.	OEM	43602-78)	Yellow
19689 Spacer	4.448"	(repl.	OEM	43603-78)	White

Belt Pulley and Sprocket Spacer
This	part	was	used	on	many	Big	Twin	models	from	80-85.	It	was	most	
commonly used on belt drive models to achieve the proper spacing of 
the rear belt pulley to the wheel. This spacer is required for use on our 
rear wheels when used in many different applications. Fits Big Twin and 
Sportster models.
19722 Replaces	OEM	40932-81

Wheels with Timken-Style Star Hubs for 36-66 Big 
Twins
A wide selection of stock replacement and custom wheels with chrome 
or polished stainless steel spokes laced to our patented Star Hub with 
Timken-style	bearings	(CC	#64012).	Bearing	preloads	are	set	at	the	fac-
tory. These complete wheel assemblies fit the front or rear of most Big 
Twin models from 36-66 when the appropriate Custom Chrome Axle and 
Hardware kit is used. The stock brake axle sleeve for the appropriate 
application is also required. Though the Axle Kits will work with Original 
Equipment Star Hubs, the Original Equipment axles will not work with 
Custom Chrome Wheel Assemblies with Star Hubs.

64012

u.s. patent #4,880,280


